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Earth-prints Open Archive aims to satisfy 
the increasing demand of fast, up-to-date, 
easy-accessible, and free-of-charge 
sources of information in all branches of 
Geosciences. It allows earth scientists to 
deposit electronic documents into its 
collections and to index them by subjects 
and keywords. 
Earth-prints provides a time-stamp to all 
deposited materials to insure precedence 
rights to original ideas and scientific results.
It deals with copyright issues through 
Creative Common standards that offer a 
wide variety of licenses. 
All deposited material is made 
immediately available to the public. 
Subscribers will be sent a daily newsletter 
according to the topics they have signed in.
The archive has a three-level hierarchical 
structure. The top level includes 
Atmosphere, Cryosphere, Hydrosphere, 
Solid Earth and General.
It then branches into several disciplines 
within the other two levels. Collections 
include different kinds of documents, such 
as pre-prints, manuscripts, published 
papers, conference materials, books, book 
chapters, posters, theses, Web products 
and databases.
Earth-Prints main language is English but 
it accepts also documents in other 
languages , giving visibility to data and 
studies at local scale that are indeed of 
general interests. An abstract in English is 
always required.
Have a tour into the many features of 
Earth-prints. 
Visit our website and explore the Open 
archive capabilities.
www.earth-prints.org
Although the archive is based on latest information technology it requires no specific 
knowledge to be used because it manages all procedures for access, navigation, upload 
of documents and information retrieval through a user-friendly interface.
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